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What is the Grid?

“The Grid” is a collection of computing resources located at sites 
around the world and consists of:

Computing Elements (CEs) 

Storage Elements (SEs)

• Mass storage systems 

• Castor / dCache 

Only a single “login” is required to access the system.  After 
identification, security is handled by the system

There are several flavours of the Grid 

In LHCb we only use the LHC Computing Grid (LCG)

All LHCb Grid jobs are submitted via DIRAC
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LCG Grid

~120 distinct sites are routinely in use by LHCb
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CERN.ch, CNAF.it, GRIDKA.de, IN2P3.fr, NIKHEF.nl, PIC.es, RAL.uk, ACAD.bg, 
APC.fr, Barcelona.es, Bari.it, BHAM-HEP.uk, BMEGrid.hu, Bologna.it, Bristol-HPC.uk, 

Bristol.uk, Brunel.uk, Cagliari.it, Cambridge.uk, Catania.it, CBPF.br, CESGA.es, 
CGG.fr, CNAF-GRIDIT.it, CNAF-T2.it, CNR-ILC-PISA.it, CPPM.fr, CSCS.ch, 
DESY.de, Dortmund.de, EFDA.uk, ESA-ESRIN.it, Ferrara.it, FESB.hr, GR-04.gr, 

GR-05.gr, IFH.de, IFJ-PAN.pl, IHEP.su, Il-BGU.il, Imperial.uk, IN2P3-T2.fr, INR.ru, 
IPP.bg, IPSL-IPGP.fr, IRB.hr, ITEP.ru, ITEPnew.ru, ITPA.lt, ITWM.de, JINR.ru, KIAE.ru, 
KIAM.ru, Krakow.pl, LAL.fr, Lancashire.uk, LAPP.fr, Legnaro.it, Liverpool.uk, LNS.it, 
LPC.fr, LPN.fr, LPNHE.fr, LT2-IC-HEP.uk, Manchester.uk, Milano.it, MPI-K.de, MPI-

RZG.de, NAPOLI-ARGO.it, NAPOLI-ATLAS.it, NAPOLI-CMS.it, NAPOLI-
PAMELA.it, Napoli.it, NCP.pk, NGCC.bg, NIPNE-07.ro, NIPNE-11.ro, Oxford.uk, 

Padova.it, PAKGRID.pk, Pisa.it, PNPI.ru, Poznan.pl, QMUL.uk, RAL-HEP.uk, 
RHUL.uk, SARA.nl, Sheffield.uk, SINP.ru, SNS-PISA.it, Sofia.bg, SPACI-LECCE.it, 

SPBU.ru, SRCE.hr, TCD.ie, Torino.it, Trieste.it, UCL.uk, UKI-LT2-Brunel.uk, UKI-LT2-
IC-HEP.uk, UKI-LT2-IC-LeSC.uk, UKI-LT2-QMUL.uk, UKI-LT2-RHUL.uk, UKI-

SCOTGRID-DURHAM.uk, UKI-SCOTGRID-ECDF.uk, UKI-SCOTGRID-
GLASGOW.uk, UNIZAR.es, USC.es, WCSS.pl, WEIZMANN.il



Grid Resources

Your “grid certificate” is what gives you a unique identification on 
the Grid

2 files in your ~/.globus directory 

By joining a Virtual Organisation (VO), you gain access to the 
resources available to the VO

By sending a “grid proxy” along with your Grid jobs, you allow 
computers to act on your behalf for a limited time

This lets your jobs run at LCG sites and read(write) files from(to) SEs.

If your proxy expires while some of your jobs are running the jobs 
will continue to run

Note that you will not be able to access the results w/o renewing your grid 
proxy
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What Is DIRAC?

DIRAC provides the workload management system (WMS) and 
data management system (DMS) for LHCb, i.e. it optimises the 
usage of our resources for us

The main advantages for users of DIRAC are:

Ensuring a fair share of resources 

Easy monitoring of jobs via the web portal

Support via the operations team e.g. problematic sites and storage 
elements are hidden for users
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Efficient Use of Computing Resources

Users (should) want

Development on their laptop / desktop

Full analysis utilising all available resources (not caring where the 
resources are)

A familiar and consistent user interface 

Users donʼt want

To know all of the details about the Grid or other resources

To  learn yet another tool only to access a particular resource

To have to reconfigure their application to run on different resources
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What is Ganga?

GANGA is a user-friendly frontend for job definition and 
management developed to meet the needs of ATLAS and LHCb for 
a Grid user interface

Now used by many other groups as well 

GANGA usage statistics

Usage: 60% ATLAS, 25% LHCb, 15% other

Approx. 500 unique users/month, 2500 total in 2009

Approx. 50% of sessions are run at CERN, the rest are run at over 100 
different sites around the world
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Ganga Features

Some of GANGAʼs features:

Ganga handles the complete life cycle of a job:

• Build->Configure->Prepare->Submit->Monitor->Merge

Ganga allows trivial switching between running locally (interactive, 
background), on a batch system (LSF, PBS, SGE, Condor) and on the Grid 
(LCG)

Ganga interfaces with workload management systems like DIRAC or 
PanDA (ATLAS)

Jobs look the same whether they run locally or on the Grid!
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The Ganga Mantra

Configure once, run anywhere!
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Localhost

Batch

Grid



Running Ganga

Since version 5.4.0 Ganga is now part of the LHCb software 
framework

In order to set up the environment you should therefore:

To run Ganga interactively (~50% of usage) do:

To run Ganga on a script (~50% of usage) do:

To run the Ganga GUI (~0% of usage) do:[you@computer] 
SetupProject Ganga
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[you@computer] SetupProject Ganga

[you@computer] ganga

[you@computer] ganga your-script.gpi

[you@computer] ganga --gui



The Ganga Prompt

Ganga is written in Python and has an enhanced Python prompt 
(IPython) that supports:

Python syntax

Shell commands 

<TAB> completion

Scrolling through your history, etc.

Similar to working on the command line except Python syntax is 
valid and <TAB> completion works for Python objects, methods, 
variables etc. 
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In [4]:for i in range(10): print i

In [5]:!cat /etc/motd

In [6]: conf<TAB>



Ganga Configuration 

Ganga allows the user to configure many of its settings.  To 
permanently change a setting (i.e. to change it so that it keeps the 
altered value when exiting and restarting Ganga) simply edit it in 
your .gangarc file

Gangaʼs configurable aspects can also be viewed / changed 
interactively by accessing the config object

For example, to see which site 

N.B. changing a setting in this way means it will not be persisted after 
quitting Ganga
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In [1]:config.LHCb.LocalSite
Out[1]: LCG.CERN.ch



Ganga Help

Help is available in Ganga in several ways:

Interactively in Ganga via the help function

Online via the Ganga manuals and Ganga/LHCb FAQ:

• http://ganga.web.cern.ch/ganga/user/index.php

• https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/GangaLHCbFAQ

Via the mailing list:  lhcb-distributed-analysis@cern.ch

• Please check the FAQ before sending a mail :)

For more information on IPython see:

http://ipython.scipy.org/

For Python help see:

http://docs.python.org/tut/tut.html
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Ganga Jobs

Ganga jobs are handled by the Job object
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Ganga Job Basics

To create a Ganga job, simply do:

You can then edit its properties (application, backend, etc.); thus, 
you can configure the job to do what you want.

To submit the job to whatever backend youʼve chosen to run on, do:

Ganga will monitor the job and let you know when itʼs done! When 
the job is completed it will also automatically collect the output you 
wanted back!

N.B. Once a job is submitted you cannot modify it.
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In[1]: j = Job()

In[2]: j.submit()



Applications / Backends

Ganga / LHCb supports the following types of applications:

Executable (binaries, scripts, etc.)

Root (ROOT macros, PyROOT scripts)

Gaudi-type applications (GaudiPython, Brunel, Moore, DaVinci, Panoptes, 
Gauss, Boole, Bender, Vetra)

Ganga / LHCb supports the following backends:

Interactive (foreground on client node)

Local (background on client node)

Batch (LSF at CERN, SGE, PBS, Condor at other sites)

Dirac (the Grid) 
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In [10]: plugins('applications')
Out[11]: ['GaudiPython', 'Executable', 'Brunel',...

In [10]: plugins('backends')
Out[11]: ['LSF', 'Dirac’, 'Interactive’, 'Local’...



Splitting / Merging
Users often want to run a large number of similar jobs. Ganga 
makes this easy.

Ganga / LHCb supports the following splitters:

Input data (SplitByFiles, DiracSplitter)

Gaudi-app (GaussSplitter, OptionsFileSplitter)

General (GenericSplitter, ArgSplitter)

Ganga / LHCb supports the following mergers:

TextMerger (text files)

RootMerger (ROOT files)

DSTMerger (DST files)

General (SmartMerger, CustomMerger)
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In [10]: plugins('splitters')
Out[33]: ['GenericSplitter', 'DiracSplitter',...



Example Job

Say we want to run this ROOT macro (test.C) on the Grid for 3 
different values of arg:

In Ganga Iʼd do:
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void test(char *__arg){
    ofstream outfile(“test.txt”);
    outfile << __arg << endl;
}

In [1]: j = Job()
In [2]: j.application = Root(script='test.C')
In [3]: j.backend = Dirac(settings={'CPUTime':60})
In [4]: j.splitter = ArgSplitter(args=[['a'],['b'],['c'])
ln [5]: j.merger = TextMerger(files=['test.txt'])
ln [6]: j.outputsandbox = ['test.txt']
ln [7]: j.submit()



Example Job 

Ganga will tell you the status of the jobs - it will update you 
whenever a job changes state but you can also check directly by 
doing

Once jobs are complete Ganga will downoad the output 
automatically and merge them, you can check the output of a job by 
doing e.g. 

Or less a file by doing:
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In [8]: j.status
Out[8]: completed

In [9]: j.subjobs[0].peek()
-rw-r--r-- 1 paterson z5  9 Sep 24 11:47 __id__
-rw-r--r-- 1 paterson z5  2 Sep 24 11:47 test.txt
-rw-r--r-- 1 paterson z5 75 Sep 24 11:47 __jobstatus__

In [10]:j.subjobs[0].peek(’test.txt’)



Correct Use of Computing Resources

I would highly recommend (from personal experience ;) always 
running a local test before submitting thousands of jobs to the Grid!
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Testing / 
Debugging

Testing / DebuggingTesting / Debugging

Full Running



Data on the Grid

Physical files are those that can be referenced absolutely e.g.

pf = PhysicalFile(ʻ/some/pfn.fileʼ)

pf.upload(ʻ/some/lfn.fileʼ,ʻCERN-USERʼ)

Logical files are used in a Grid environment to describe sets of 
physical replicas of a given file at various locations

lfn = LogicalFile(ʻ/lhcb/some/lfn.fileʼ) - create an LFN object

lfn.download() - download the LFN to the local file system

lfn.getReplicas() - see where the replicas of the LFN are

lfn.replicate(ʻCERN-USERʼ) - create a replica of the file at CERN

lfn.getMetaData() - retrieve information about the file

LHCb uses the LCG File Catalog (LFC) to store information 
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LHCb Data Sets  

The LHCbDataset object in Ganga allows to manage collections of 
files

ds = LHCbDataset([ʻLFN:/lhcb/some/lfn.fileʼ,ʻPFN:/some/other/lfn.fileʼ])

ds[0] # LogicalFile(ʻ/some/lfn.fileʼ)

ds[1] # PhysicalFile(ʻ/some/pfn.fileʼ)

ds.getReplicas()

ds.getCatalog() 

ds.optionsString() etc. 

LHCbDatasetʼs can be obtained from the LHCb Bookkeeping, from 
Gaudi options files, from the input / output of another Ganga job 
etc.
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LHCb Bookkeeping

An LHCbDataset can easily be created using the BK interface
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In [1]: j.inputdata = browseBK()



Bookkeeping Web Page
The BK web portal is available here:

https://lhcbweb.pic.es/DIRAC/LHCb-Production/lhcb/Data/BK/display

Can be useful for quickly creating BKQuery objects in Ganga
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https://lhcbweb.pic.es/DIRAC/LHCb-Production/lhcb/Data/BK/display
https://lhcbweb.pic.es/DIRAC/LHCb-Production/lhcb/Data/BK/display


An Aside on BKQuery Objects

BKQuery objects come in various flavours 

Path, RunsByDate, Run and Production

The most common is path:

/<ConfigName>/<ConfigVersion>/<DataCondition>/<Processing Pass>/
<Event Type>/<File Type>

/LHCb/Collision10/Beam3500GeV-VeloClosed-MagDown/Real Data + 
Reco05-Stripping09-Merged/90000000/EW.DST

Once you have made a selection all BKQuery objects can be used 
to retrieve the data via

This LHCbDataset can immediately be used as input data for a job

How can I persist my favourite query? 
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In [1]: BKQuery?

In [1]: data = bkquery.getDataset() 



Boxes
In addition to persisting jobs and templates

You can persist any Ganga objects in the box

Using the LHCbDataset from the last slide

Can be very useful for quickly creating jobs for your selection
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In [1]: jobs #your job repository, all Job() go here
In [2]: templates #all JobTemplate() job definitions

In [1]:box.add(data,'My Favourite Dataset')

In [2]:box
Out[2]: 
Registry Slice: box (1 objects)
--------------
   id |                type |                                    name    |    application 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    0 |         LHCbDataset |                    My Favourite Dataset |            



What about job outputs?

Job outputs are specified in two forms

j.outputsandbox - output sandbox 

j.outputdata - output data

Output sandbox (or “sand pit” if youʼre from the UK ;)

Small files used to steer the job e.g. options files

Output data 

Larger files like DSTs, histograms etc. 
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In [2]: j.outputsandbox = ['file.txt']

In [3]: j.outputdata = ['file.root']



Now whereʼs my output?
Output Sandbox

Automatically retrieved by Ganga, put in the jobʼs workspace

These should all be small files ( total < 10MB )!

Output Data

Ganga puts these on a mass storage device e.g. Castor 

For the case of DIRAC these go to a Grid Storage Element (SE)

• Typically a Tier-1 SE such as CERN-USER

N.B. job output files not added to either the output sandbox or output 
data is lost forever!
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In [1]: j.outputsandbox #the contents of this list+ stdout/err 
In [2]: j.outputdir #the outputsandbox files will appear here

In [1]: j.outputdata #the contents of this list+ DSTs etc.
In [2]: j.backend.getOutputDataLFNs() #the LFNs from a DIRAC job



DIRAC Web Portal
Useful monitoring tool, allows basic job management operations 
such as rescheduling / deleting / killing

http://dirac.cern.ch
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http://dirac.cern.ch
http://dirac.cern.ch


Summary

LCG provides LHCb users with a massive amount of CPU power 
and disk space

Ganga allows users to run jobs locally, on batch systems and on the 
Grid via DIRAC in a seamless way

Configure once, run anywhere!

Ganga is written in Python, its syntax is easy to understand

Ganga / LHCb provides a number of specific tools for running LHCb 
jobs

Try getting started with the “hands on” Ganga / LHCb / DaVinci 
tutorials

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/DaVinciTutorial0

Also useful is the non-LHCb specific tutorial

• https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/GangaTutorial1
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Useful Links
Ganga homepage

http://ganga.web.cern.ch/ganga/

Ganga LHCb documentation

http://ganga.web.cern.ch/ganga/user/lhcb.php

DIRAC web portal 

http://dirac.cern.ch

Ganga LHCb FAQ

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/FAQ/GangaLHCbFAQ

For more information on IPython

http://ipython.scipy.org

For Python help see:

http://docs.python.org/tut/tut.html
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